**Project Challenge:** For a world-class consulting company in the Northeast, it was essential to have an inspiring environment to support its daily variety of workspace activities—meetings, training, and collaboration—as well as the need for privacy. At the same time, the firm wanted to stimulate employees to think creatively for their own customers. Maintaining the high design principles and LEED standards Gensler had set for the firm’s other locations were also important criteria to foster innovation.

**Skyline’s Solution**
Skyline glass can help provide function, beauty, and creativity to support organizations’ workplace strategies. The design team used AST™ Digital Glass Printing to create a translucent, monochromatic image from the Botanica™ collection’s Seeded Eucalyptus™ pattern. Visible on two sides—from public and group areas—the artwork serves as inspiration for employees, while providing privacy and natural light. In conference and training areas, wall-mounted Magnetic Markerglass supports collaboration and creativity.

**Result**
Glass helps create a world-class working environment that offers privacy and encourages interaction. With its eco-friendly properties, glass is the most natural way to use light to transform your space, and it contributes to LEED credits. This consulting company’s facility shows how our products can be good for the environment, inspirational for employees, and a foundation for supporting the innovative thinking this company strives for.